**CHEER’s 10th Anniversary Seminar**

Does Class Still Matter? Conversations about Power, Privilege and Persistent Inequalities in Higher Education

Wednesday 15 November 2017 / 10.30am-5pm
Bramber House Conference Centre, University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton, UK

Not only is November 2017 significant for CHEER because it marks our 10th anniversary, it is also the 20th anniversary of the publication of Pat Mahony and Christine Zmroczek’s edited collection of essays: *Class Matters: “Working Class” Women’s Perspectives on Social Class.*

To celebrate these two coinciding events, CHEER will bring together late and early career researchers for creative, regenerative and productive inter-generational conversations about social class, feminisms and identities in - and about - the academy.

**CONVERSATION 1**
Professor Valerie Hey, Emerita Professor, CHEER, University of Sussex
Dr Sarah Leaney, University of Brighton
Daniel Leyton, Doctoral Researcher, CHEER, University of Sussex

**CONVERSATION 2**
Professor Diane Reay, University of Cambridge
Dr Kirsty Morrin, University of Liverpool
Dr Jessie Abrahams, University of Surrey

**CONVERSATION 3**
Professor Meg Maguire, King’s College, London
Dr Lisa Jones, University of Hull

Lunch and refreshments provided

**REGISTER ONLINE:**
www.sussex.ac.uk/education/cheer/doesclassmatter

*This event is free to attend but places are limited*

**JOIN US FOR THIS CELEBRATORY EVENT**